FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
M.A. Silva USA First Cork Supplier in U.S. to Offer High Resolution Laser Cork Printing
Santa Rosa, CA – Sonoma County based M.A. Silva USA is the first cork supplier within the United States
to acquire the new revolutionary DeCork laser system printing technology with the highest capable
image resolution for printing natural, colmated and agglomerate wine or champagne cork stoppers.
MA Silva invested in the DeCork Laser System printer manufactured in the Barcelona area in Spain. The
printer creates fire-like imagery results within the full-360º cork body spectrum along with cork end
branding as well. The high definition shading along with the darkest printing capability, allows for sharp
illustrative or photographic details to be visually crystal clear. There is no ink that touches the cork
surface or drying time necessary in the DeCork laser printing process which is proven to be
environmentally friendly.
President Neil Foster shares, "Being the first cork supplier to offer the highest quality cork by cork laser
printing customization in the USA is exciting and will allow winemakers the ability to add a whole new
impressive visual dimension to their wine or champagne cork closure branding.”
The family, Portugal‐based partner M.A. Silva Corticas has a 40‐year history of cork production and is
known as an innovator in cork processing & technology. The cork is sourced mainly from tree bark in
cork tree forests under long‐term grower agreements, which ensures control and quality, from the time
the trees are harvested to the delivery of finished corks. A full ‐service mechanical and organoleptic test
lab, housed in the company’s Santa Rosa‐based facility furthers that level of quality control. A spirit of
collaboration between M.A. Silva staff members and researchers across Europe and the United States
has resulted in the development of some of the most technically advanced cork processing facilities and
equipment in use today. A combination of forest management, technology, processes and training has
made significant advances toward eliminating TCA issues, in addition to improving the beauty and
performance of its closures. Their innovative glass offerings include proprietary molds for consistent
quality, cork‐to‐bottle fit assurance and in factory quality control 24/7.
About M.A. Silva USA:
Based in Sonoma County California, M.A. Silva USA is a leading manufacturer of premium natural corks,
glass and packaging for North American markets. Its quality‐assurance program ensures unmatched

visual, mechanical and sensory characteristics of its products. The company operates on 100% solar
power and is committed to sustainability and eco‐friendly operations, for more information
visit www.MASilva.com or call 877‐689‐7676.

